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American tennis player Carter Cook is being held prisoner by the Russian mafia...Carter is the

obsession of mob boss Vladimir Ivanov, a man she once loved. Now a mafia war has erupted on his

home turf, and Vladimirâ€™s enemies have put a bounty on her head to force him to surrender. If

she is captured, his rivals will deliver a deadly ultimatumâ€”his life in exchange for hers. The price for

Carterâ€™s freedom is Vladimirâ€™s blood.Vladimir holds ultimate power as godfather of the Ivanov

Bratvaâ€¦ He spent five years in a Siberian prison camp and has earned every tattoo inked into his

skin. He is a powerful man who rules his crew with an iron fist.But his enemies have discovered his

only weaknessâ€”Carter. Vladimir knows if she stays in his world, he is handing her a death

sentence, so he vows to get her home and never interfere in her life again. Giving up the woman he

loves is the only way to protect her from the bad guysâ€”including himself.Vladimirâ€™s rivals have a

different plan for the ill-fated coupleâ€¦Some punishments are worse than death, and the head of the

Ovechkin Bratva will go to any length to seek vengeance and inflict maximum suffering on Vladimir.

Carter may be Vladimirâ€™s weakness, but she is also his only hope for survival. When the boss of

the Ovechkin family threatens the man she loves, she must fight for Vladimirâ€™s freedom before

their rivals can deliver the fatal blow. Love is blindâ€”but it could also be deadly.
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I had the luxury of reading Russian Tattoos Prisoner by Kat Shehata in an ARC in exchanged for a

honest review. I am giving this stunning book 5 stars because the author gave us so much she not

only brings Carter and Vladimir together , but she brings Vladimir a changed man because of what

he did to Carter. I honestly understand now why these two characters went through what they went

through in book one. What the author was doing was creating the plot for book two. So if you had

mix emotions about this couple like I did your are going to love them more in book two because you

are going to understand them better. I mean even though Carter acts immature sometimes you

have to remember how old she is and what she has been through, and you see her changing

through this book. She is starting to come into an adult. That's what I loved most about this book is

how much they started to come together. In prisoner we are going to meet new characters including

Boris and Vladimir family which some of them are going to show how much they don't like Carter,

and I think the reason for that is they see what Boris sees which is Carter is Vladimir weakness, and

when your the Pakhan aka boss you can't have any weakness because once your enemies find out

you have one they will use it against you. And sure enough they find out about Carter so when his

enemy tries to steal her of course Boris steps in because he would rather die then have his boss

look venerable. Boris knows Vladimir would rather die then see Carter in pain. So he does

everything in his power to keep her safe but in the end will it be enough can they both keep her

safe, and will everything work out for all of them to find out your going to have to read the book.
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